There may be some temporary changes for cyclists during the construction of the CBD and South East Light Rail project. Cyclists are reminded to follow detour signage and use alternative routes where possible.

Travel Choices is a free program which prepares organisations of all sizes for the changes to the transport and road network and encourages sustainable and active travel throughout Sydney.

Cycling can be faster than walking, public transport or driving.

Cycling is the most energy efficient way to travel.
Construction in Randwick, Kensington and Kingsford

Cyclists travelling in the area surrounding the university should be aware that there may be changes affecting their journey as a result of construction works.

It is suggested that cyclists pay attention to the preferred detours as per the map below to avoid anticipated congestion and lane closures around the construction zones.

Detour signage highlighting alternative routes has been installed in the area.

When riding over light rail tracks, cyclists should be cautious and approach at a right angle to ensure wheels do not get trapped.

If the crossing is too difficult to ride over, remember to dismount and walk your bicycle.

Weekend intersection works

Work at major intersections will be undertaken at night and weekends to minimise its impact on the transport network.

During intersection works temporary bicycle detours may be implemented. Bicycle riders are encouraged to follow the signposted detour routes and dismount if requested.

Stay safe! Look out for bike symbols and cyclist detour signs along the alternate cycling routes.

Why not cycle?

For further information, visit mysydneycbd.nsw.gov.au/TravelChoices or email the team on TravelChoices@transport.nsw.gov.au